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Successful beginning of the year for Stoll frontloaders
In connection with a sales meeting in the Polish factory of implements for loaders in
Slupsk, General Manager Karsten Rewitz of Wilhelm Stoll Maschinenfabrik GmbH
presented very positive sales figures to the sales representatives.
With an increase of the orders for loaders ranging to 24,9%, Stoll reflects the positive
development of the registration of tractors. “A very positive development can be seen
both – on the domestic market as well as on the export sector” according to sales
manager Armin Walter. Besides Germany, the Stoll loaders are in special great demand in France, Italy, Spain, Denmark, Poland, Great Britain, Ireland, North America,
Australia and New Zealand. Also on the eastern markets such as the Baltic States,
south-east Europe and Russia Stoll gladly realizes a big interest.
The increased demand results in the fact that the production capacities have been increased. Through this measure, the delivery times will remain constant. “As a matter
of fact that we produce most parts ourselves, we can react quicker and more flexible.
Our purchasing department has reacted very early to guarantee an availability of purchased parts.” says Karsten Rewitz.
New products and enhancements will be put into serial production in short time, such
as the FZ 8 which will fill the gap of the FZ- series for tractors ranging between 60 and
70 HP.
A completely different challenge are the new regulations for the exhaust gas laws for
tractors. These will result in a larger demand for cooling of the TIER 4 engines with
bigger coolers which will result in larger bonnets. With this, the subframes of the loaders need to be altered. “With this new exhaust emission of tractors, also we need to to
react” , comments Armin Walter, sales and marketing manager of Stoll the volume of
efforts.
„For the 2nd half of our business year, we expect sales according to our budget and
finally a very satisfying year for the Stoll group” summarizes Karsten Rewitz.
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